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“Tango is Buenos Aires; Buenos Aires is tango”

◼ In early 1900s, a furtive 
dance relegated to red-
light brothels

◼ After becoming craze in 
Paris, returned to 
Buenos Aires 
respectability

◼ In 1955, junta forced 
racy tango underground 

◼ Resurfaced in 1983 and 
now the national dance
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A top city in 
Latin America

◼ Buenos Aires ~ "fair winds" or "good airs"

◼ Capital & largest city, multicultural

◼ City of 3 million; metro area of 15.6 million

◼ 4th most populous metro in Americas

◼ ‘Alpha city’~ one of best in Latin America

◼ 2nd most visited of Latin America to Mexico City 

◼ Known for Eclectic European architecture
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Plaza de Mayo

◼ City square since 1884 

◼ Site of momentous events

◼ On 1st anniversary of May Revolution in 1811, May 
Pyramid became first national monument

◼ Located in financial district

◼ Includes the Cabildo, Casa Rosada, Metropolitan 
Cathedral, City Hall, Bank of Argentine  …. 4



Buenos Aires: 
"World's capital 
of theater” and  
“City of books"

◼ Buenos Aires has over 280 theatres, more than 
any other city in world

◼ Teatro Colón – world’s 3rd best opera house

◼ Hundreds of bookstores and public libraries
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Casa Rosada (Pink 
House) "House of 

Government" 

◼ Emblematic building now museum

◼ In Plaza de Mayo - originally on shoreline of Río de la 
Plata and site of an early fort 

◼ Once Buenos Aires' largest building 

◼ Color of pink was to defuse political tensions by 
mixing red and white colors of opposing parties
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Casa Rosada 
painting of 1910



La Boca Italian 
neighborhood 

◼ Neighborhood with strong                                  
Italian flavor of its settlers

◼ In 1882, after a lengthy strike, La Boca seceded

◼ Rebels raised Genoese flag but torn down by President

◼ Popular with tourists - colorful houses, pedestrian 
street where tango artists perform

◼ Attractions: La Ribera theatre, many tango clubs and 
Italian taverns, market stalls, restaurants 7



La Recoleta 
Cemetery

◼ Graves of notables: Eva Peron,                          
presidents, Nobel Prize winners 

◼ Hailed as one of world’s best

◼ Elaborate marble mausoleums                                         
decorated with statues of many                                
of styles from materials of Paris and Milan

◼ Memorials by notable Argentine sculptors and 
unusual designs

8La Recoleta Cemetery, From Wikipedia



Cabildo – Town Hall 
to Museum took 300 

years 

◼ Town hall during colonial & viceroyalty eras

◼ Proposed in 1608, finished in 1610, but expanded

◼ In 1682 in ruins replaced in 1731 by 2-story & 11-
arches wide; tower added in 1764

◼ Still unfinished by May 1810 Revolution

◼ In 1880 tower heightened and then demolished in 
1889 for Avenida de Mayo Avenue 

◼ In 1931 three arcs removed

◼ Finally, in 1940 colonial features were reconstructed
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Buenos Aires: Settled by 
Spanish 500 years ago

◼ Founded by Spanish gold-seeking                     
expedition by de Mendoza, 1536 

◼ Natives drove out settlers and                  
site burned 

◼ In 1580, Juan de Garay established                                         
permanent settlement

◼ Under Spanish Viceroy in Peru until 1776 

◼ Later, capital of Viceroyalty of Rio de la Plata
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Frustrated by trade 
restrictions, declared 

independence in 1810s

◼ In early days, residents frustrated by Spanish trade 
restrictions which were gradually eased

◼ In late 1700s, Buenos Aires declared open port, but 
wanted separation from Spanish

◼ Withstood two British attacks in 1806 and 1807

◼ While Spain in Peninsular War with Napoleon, Argentina 
founded May 25, 1810 – now May Revolution Day

◼ After delay until 1816, Spain finally conceded 
Argentina’s Independence 11



Buenos Aires center 
for trade but clashed 

with provinces

◼ Important centre for liberal and                           
free-trade ideas but conflicts with other provinces

◼ Faced two naval blockades: by French (1838-40) and 
by joint Anglo-French (1845-48)

◼ In 1853, internal conflicts forced Buenos Aires to 
separate out from Argentina

◼ But in 1862, after national political unity, became 
capital 12



In late 1800’s 
flourished and 

attracted immigrants, 
but violence later

◼ Flourished thanks to Pampas beef and railroad 

◼ Judged itself with major European capitals 

◼ Immigrants from all over Europe 

◼ City bombing on Jun 16,1955, killed 364 

◼ In 1970s, suffered from fighting between left-wing 
revolutionaries, right-wing paramilitaries, and Jorge 
Rafael Videla military coup of 1976 

◼ Bombs 1992-94 destroyed Jewish organizations 
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◼ During 1880-1930 became multicultural ranked itself 
with European capitals 

◼ Main avenues were built during those years

◼ Dawn of 20th century saw construction of tall 
buildings and first underground 

◼ 2nd construction boom of 1945-80 reshaped city 

◼ Also attracted migrants from provinces and neighbors

◼ These laborers became political base of Peronism
14



Internal fighting & coup

◼ On June 16, 1955, a faction of Navy bombed Plaza de 
Mayo, killing 364 civilians 

◼ In 1970s, fighting between left-wing revolutionary 
movements and right-wing paramilitary group

◼ Right-wing supported by Isabel Perón, who became 
president in 1974 after Juan Perón's death 

◼ March 1976 coup, led by General Jorge Videla, only 
escalated conflict

◼ "Dirty War" - 30,000 kidnapped and killed during 
junta 15

Argentine mothers of those 
who "disappeared" in Dirty War



Democracy & economic 
revival, but terrorism

◼ Democracy return in 1983 coincided with cultural 
revival

◼ 1990s saw an economic revival, particularly in 
construction and financial sectors 

◼ On March 17,1992, bomb exploded in Israeli Embassy, 
killing 29 and injuring 242

◼ Another explosion, July 18, 1994, destroyed building 
of Jewish organizations, killing 85 & injuring many

◼ These incidents marked the beginning of Middle 
Eastern terrorism to South America 
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Bomb exploded in 
Israeli Embassy



Population – majority 
European

◼ Due to immigration waves from Europe,                         
peaking in 1880s, mainly Italian,                                 
Spanish and German descendants 

◼ In contrast, inland Argentina, had less                               
European immigration and population is mostly whites 
colonial Spanish ancestry, mestizos, and indigenous

◼ Unrestricted waves of European immigrants in mid-
19th century tripled population between 1887 and 
1915 from 500,000 to 1.5 million 
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Evita & launch of 
Peronism

◼ Evita, soap-opera star 
married Perón in 1945, 
became icon

◼ Peron elected 1946

◼ She empowered Perón by 
her charisma and supporting 
poor, elderly, and women

◼ Age 33 at height popularity 
died of cancer

◼ Perón became less popular 
– exiled by military in 1955
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Glamorous Evita - Beloved 1st 
Lady, near-saint status



Peron returned from 
exile to be president 

again 1973-4

◼ In 1974, 3rd wife Isabel succeeds after Peron dies

◼ Right-wing, supported by Isabel, deteriorated 
into Dirty War/Operation Condor   

◼ Her ouster by 1976 coup, escalated the conflict

◼ To deflect from mounting problems, military 
attacked Falklands in 1983 to bolster their image

◼ Peronism – still major influence today, but 
in turmoil 19



Dirty War/Operation 
Condor (1975–83)

◼ US backed campaign of anti-left                              
repression during Cold War

◼ Was US response to Cuba & military coups in 1970s

◼ 60,000 total “disappearances”, 30,000 in Argentina

◼ 5 US presidents supplied military aid to Juntas

◼ Ended when Argentina ousted military dictatorship in 
1983 (following its humiliating defeat in Falklands)

◼ During 1976-83 dictatorship, Argentina's foreign debt 
soared and plunged into financial crises

20
Source: Operation Condor, From Wikipedia, 



1982 Falklands 
(Malvinas) Islands War

◼ Junta attacked to boost its  image

◼ But Thatcher’s forces overwhelmed

◼ Defeat humiliating & returned                            to 
democracy 

◼ Falklands still disputed

◼ Brits claim for logistics, fisheries and potential oil & gas 

◼ Argentina also claims was taken illegally

◼ More conflict ahead? New law, using recent Law of Sea 
rulings, has doubled claims, including Falklands 
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Weak institutions hamper 
democracy and economy

◼ Sep 2018 IMF bailout $57 bil loan - largest ever 

◼ Defaulted on foreign debt 9 times since 1838 

◼ Economy declined in 22 of past 58 years

◼ Root of problem is polarization and sudden 
swings between populist and neoliberal politics

◼ Peronists have led for 26 of 36 years since 

democracy was restored in 1983

◼ Now, after Macri’s four-year neoliberal 
interregnum, Peronism back in power again  

22
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In 2019, Peronist 
returned to power to 

tackle troubled economy

◼ Peronist Alberto Fernández elected President

◼ Election masterminded by former President 
Cristina de Kirchner, who settled for VP

◼ Peronism dominated politics since Perón himself 
ruled 1946-55 and again 1973-74

◼ Expected would adopt more leftist policies than 
conservative Macri who went on debt binge

◼ But, Fernandez, has been a less radical Peronist 
& may even reach deal with a more flexible IMF
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Why Argentina’s 
instability?

◼ Critics blame Perón for unsustainable economic 
model that stripped individual accountability & 
turned them into dependents or “patients”

◼ Peronist blame neoliberals whose 1970s, 1990s, 
and 2015 pro-market reforms and drastic spending 
cuts led to decline and debt defaults

◼ Instability & false promises shattered faith in state

◼ Regardless of who is to blame, result has been a 
long relative decline

24Source:foreignaffairs.com/articles/argentina/2019-10-25/argentinas-recurring-nightmare 



An explanation of instability

◼ Argentine state is arbitrary, creating uncertainty                    
and frustration, manipulating & disempowering

◼ People are reduced to waiting and begging

◼ Appears like a modern state, but is unaccountable & 
unresponsive, can’t resolve conflicts, enforce laws, or 
provide services

◼ Repressive but not powerful & weakens society

◼ Government “ghost workers” - Peronist supporters who 
never show up but collect paychecks

◼ Upshot: Argentines are not citizens with rights, but 
patients ill tended to

2579% say Argentine officials don’t care what they think



State of Argentina is 
a “paper Leviathan”

◼ State exercises some power, but                                    
power is hollow, incoherent and disorganized

◼ Society politically weak – doesn’t seek counterbalancing 
power and lets state become all powerful

◼ Result - not only bad for liberty, but also for prosperity

◼ Economic opportunities and incentives needed

◼ Must be based on law, security and effective and 
equitable public services

◼ Argentina lacked these, that’s why growth has been slow

26

Source: Acemoglu & Robinson, The Narrow Corridor, Penguin, paperback ed. 2020, Chapter 13

Argentina



Recurring 
Nightmare:

◼ Polarization causes swings of populists & neoliberals

◼ Defaulted on foreign debt 9 times 

◼ Economic decline 22 of past 58 years

◼ Defaulted on $95 bil. foreign debt in 2001 – largest ever

◼ Bad reputation and high debts make financing difficult  

27

Alberto Fernandez vs. Mauricio Macri 



Nov 2021 midterm elections historic blow 
to Peronism

◼ First time since return of democracy in 1983, Peronist 
coalition lost Senate but kept majority in lower house 

◼ Election results indicates a growing frustration with 
response to COVID-19, economic instability, 40 
percent poverty rates, and 50% inflation

◼ Big challenges will be renegotiating $50 billion IMF 
loan payments and stabilizing the economy

◼ Likely will continue down an uncertain path if political 
leaders do not address underlying problems that have 
haunted it since turn of 20th century 

Source: Patricio Provitina is a global affairs and Latin America expert. 
theglobalamericans.org/2021/12/argentinas-uncertain-future/
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General Elections, Oct 29, 2023

◼ In October will vote for president, members of 
National Congress, and province governors

◼ Four possible candidates for President

1. Peronist incumbent President Alberto Fernández

2. Peronist VP Cristina Fernández de Kirchner, 
president 2007-15, may run but was convicted 
on corruption charges, sentenced to jail, and 
barred from holding public office 

3. Peronist Sergio Massa, current economy minister  

4. Javier Milei, far-right economist, compared to 
Trump & Bolsonaro, vows closer ties to US

◼ Sky-high inflation will be a major campaign issue.

29Five Elections to Watch in 2023, by James M. Lindsay, https://www.cfr.org/blog/five-elections-watch-2023-0



Buenos Aries
Summary & Conclusions

◼ Glamourous, cosmopolitan, multi-cultural city

◼ Epicenter of Argentina’s decades of instability

◼ Much to see and do in this “Paris of South” in once 
one of world’s richest countries

◼ Government policies have contributed to Argentina 
being one of worst performing major nations

◼ Must wait and see if can restore confidence and turn 
around economy 
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